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This booklet gives you our range in a nutshell.  
If you want to see the complete collection, go to our  
site at www.clou.nl and download the brochure Clou  
in the pocket. Enjoy.
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Clou in a nutshell
Breathtakingly beautiful. Pure, rough, and yet designed. 
Exciting, powerful and tranquil. Full of contrasts. Iceland.  
A source of inspiration. For us. For our designers. For our 
craftsmen. We combine beauty, form and function. And we  
keep a close eye on quality and affordability. The result is 
versatile, innovative, perfectly balanced series like First,  
Wash Me, Match Me, Hammock and Flush. Minimalistic with 
maximum atmosphere. One is more mathematical, the other 
more organic. Crafted from beautiful materials. For those  
who appreciate exclusive yet affordable Dutch design.

This booklet gives you our range in a nutshell. If you want  
to see the complete collection, go to our site at www.clou.nl 
and download the brochure Clou in the pocket. Enjoy.

Math Meertens
CEO Clou Bath findings
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first_series
Designed by René Holten

A complete, contemporary bathroom concept embracing 
washbasins, hand-wash basins, shelves and cabinets, 
mirrors, bathstubs, toilets and bidet. Their flowing, 
organic, sculptural shapes lend every bathroom a contem-
porary but, above all, natural, warm appearance. First is 
very comprehensive – in terms of sizes, materials, and 
their combination. And in terms of accessories too. With 
First, larger bathrooms acquire a unique allure, and even 
the smallest bathroom or lavatory becomes very special. 
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You may want to opt for a large 
washbasin or a small one. First 
washbasins are available in many 
different materials. White ceramics 
for those who prefer easy mainte-
nance. Matt black ceramics for a 
more sophisticated look or honed 
basalt for those who love long-
lasting elegance.

Combine all of this with furniture 
in ebony, zebrano or concrete and 
your room will never fail to be 
astounding.
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Left-hand or right-hand versions, 
small wash-hand basins or even 
something in between. The First 
series offers an extensive range  
of products to fit your particular 
needs. 
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first_bathtubs
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wash me_series
Designed by René Holten

No matter how large or small it may be, Wash Me lends 
every bathroom the visual tranquillity that turns it into  
an imposing, exclusive place to relax. Wash Me is a com-
prehensive less-is-more series of practical washbasins, 
hand-wash basins and free-standing baths. In various 
sizes and materials. From honed basalt to ceramic, and 
from innovative marble composite to aluite. For this  
series, a special furniture programme has been developed  
featuring various woods, mirrors and suspension methods. 
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Mini Wash Me basins even fit the 
smallest bathroom. And can be 
very practical in a slightly bigger 
version. 

The wide range of materials from 
which to choose allows you to 
create any style you wish. They 
combine with any taste in tiles. 
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wash me_bathtub
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For the Wash Me series, a special 
furniture programme has been 
developed featuring various 
woods, mirrors and suspension 
methods. For those who need 
some extra storage space, Wash 
Me can offer an almost tailor-
made solution. High dressers,  
low dressers, cabinets in various 
widths. You name it!
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wash me_furniture
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This Wash Me combination received a Design Plus Award 
from an international jury. This ISH-award is a seal of 
quality for products that stand out in combining innovative 
design with energy-efficient technology. 
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match me_series
Designed by Peter Littmann

Match Me is an innovative bathroom concept in which 
quality, affordability and contemporary minimalistic design 
are leading. What is truly unique about Match Me is its 
enormous freedom to design. The series consists of a shelf 
in various lengths with matching dressers and mirrors of 
different sizes. The elements can be infinitely combined. 
You may opt for entirely white, or perhaps for white with  
a black oak accent. 
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Match Me allows you to furnish 
any room, big or small, using  
just one series. The dresser and 
cabinets can be positioned on 
shelves of different dimensions 
with unmatched flexibility. From 
simple to generous. The choice  
is yours.
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hammock_series
Designed by René Holten

Hammock is the new series of composite wash-hand 
basins. The series combines a plain appearance with soft, 
flowing lines. The integrated drain can be transformed  
into an overflow with a silicone stopper. The stopper is 
available in two attractive colours. 
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flush_series
Designed by René Holten

A finely balanced collection of designer hand-wash basins. 
Compact and practical. From soberly cubist to pleasantly 
organic. Flush offers a comprehensive choice. In all sorts 
of materials and colours.
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InBe_series

Top design, but yet affordable. This aptly describes the InBe 
series of handwash basins, baths, traps and toilet acces-
sories. Good design within the reach of everyone.
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taps_

Attractive and affordable. Clou’s free-standing Xo bath- 
tub mixer with hand shower is available in chrome and in  
many different versions. Elegant, minimalistic or organically 
curved.
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accessories_

Clou supplies accessories to suit every taste. Soap  
dispensers, toilet-roll holders, brushes, towel rings,  
racks, shelves and much more. In chrome or stainless 
steel. Brushed or plain. And even in the popular matt 
white composite (aluite). The options are endless.



slim_Designed by René Holten
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flat_Designed by René Holten
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quadria_Designed by Walter Prezzavento
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sjokker_Designed by René Holten
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